
Call for proposals 
Season 2019



After five beautiful and happy years since its inception, 
the Village au Pied-du-Courant is back for a new summer 
season. As a heartfelt invitation to reinvent the Village au 
Pied-du-Courant beach, this call for proposals opens the 
doors wide to your projects and ideas to make them  
a reality.  

This year, the call for participation is taking a new form : we’re opening it 
up earlier and to all types of proposals (activities, shows, services, furni-
ture, concept ideas,...). On February 4, the specifications for the layout, 
including technical instructions, will be posted online. However, ideas 
for the layout are admissible as of now, do not hesitate to contact us 
with your vision before the specifications are put online. 

Send us your 

ideas now!



Le Village, collaborating since 2014 

Le Village au Pied-du-Courant is a collaborative project that,  since 2014, 
allows citizens to reappropriate a stretch of Montreal’s riverbank.  
This unique site offers time and space that encourage meetups and  
offer a concrete experience of living together in an urban context. 

The collective experience at the heart of the project

The uniqueness of the Village au Pied-du-Courant lies in its participative 
approach. Any and all citizens that make Montreal such an effervescent, 
diverse, and avant-garde city are invited to take part in the creation of 
the project. 

4 reasons to 
participate in 

the project:

Be part of a large spontaneous and 
vibrant community, composed of 
hundreds of committed people 
driven by the desire to create a 
unique place in Montreal 

Experiment with your ideas while 
being allowed to make mistakes 
and collaborate with other  
project leaders

Dream collectively and differently, 
to imagine together a “third place” 

Spend an incredible summer with 
people from all walks of life united 
around a project focused on doing 
and living together



Who can participate ?

Everyone ! As long as you have a desire to contribute to the creation of a 
place of exchange, experimentation and sociability, and also want to dee-
pen the conversation around access to the riverbanks, this call for partici-
pation is for you !

Are you a community organization, a cooperative, an artists’ collective, a 
gang of friends, a family, an entrepreneur ? Are you committed to forging 
links between generations, exploring possibilities, learning through col-
lective action or sharing the richness of your culture ? Would you like to 
improve, test or create a collective project in the Village ?



What types of projects can be presented ? 

This year, 5 main components are proposed to get  
involved and participate:

Land use : 
this component allows the community to explore the 
re-appropriation of the riverbanks. 

New possibilities :
this component makes it possible to explore alternatives 
in terms of education, health, food, science, agriculture 
and living together, for an evolving city and world. 

Storytelling of the Village : 
this section explores storytelling, oral communication and the 
collective imagination around the Village at the Pied-du-Courant, 
putting humans at the heart of the process. How do we  tell,  
capture and transmit the history, daily life and values of this 
unique place? 



Experiential learning : 
this component is an invitation to explore the concepts of  
play-based learning, free experimentation, and risk. The aim i 
s to prioritize initiatives that allow the re-use or recycling of  
existing materials / objects.

Cultures and Dialogue : 
this component is an opportunity to promote different  
cultures, with an emphasis on dialogue, transmission and 
knowledge of the other. 

Examples of admissible project  (this is not an exhaustive list)

Projects must be  completed before  September 15, 2019.

All proposals and disciplines are welcome within these 5 main areas. 
Whether your idea is artistic, research, design or other, you can submit  
it to any component. 

  a collective space that serves as an  

educational lab for a school or CPE

  a unifying, intergenerational event that is 

focused on transmitting knowledge

  designing and animating a conference space

  organizing tournaments for games and/or 

sports aimed at various demographics

  a participatory mural

  a radio program or podcast set on the  

riverbank

  culinary workshops

  a structuring container garden project  

initiated by a group with the collaboration  

of a community organization

  artistic events that centre a cultural and/or 

artistic community

  artist residencies

  video project that centres citizens and their 

involvement



How will the Village support you in executing  
your project?

You have an idea but you need some help bringing it to life?  
You’re in luck, we’re here to help! Working groups and work sessions  
will be organised to support you in the execution of your idea. 

Concretely, we help you in the following ways : 

 We offer flexible and concrete coaching by members of La Pépinière | 
Espaces Collectifs (workshops, tailored meetings, trainings)

 Technical support (equipment and guidance)

 A co-managed budget for the entire Village

How do I propose and idea or a project?

Fill out this form online :  
Réinventez la plage au Pied- du-Courant 2019 ! 

the form is simple and concise and is an opportunity to present  
your idea or your project in broad strokes.

What happens once my idea is proposed ?

Your idea will be reviewed by a selection committee and you  
will be contacted as of March 15 if your idea is selected. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScao-_QfjBLoV9smgEDCeOTW7f05kchh9jrkunLEmb-EO-2YA/viewform


28 January
Launch of the call for projects ‘‘Reinvent the beach’’

February 4
Publication of the technical document for projects  
addressing build and layout 

February 12
Information session for all

March 4
Closing of the call for projects for projects

March 7
Selection of projects

March 11
Work begins on design, layout,  
and construction projects

28 March
End of the call for projects for the other proposals  
(excluding development)


